Tennis Tournament Results
ITA South Regional
Oct 11-16, 2023 at Lynchburg, Va. (Liberty University)

**Singles competition**

b1 Stefan Regalia (Virginia) def. Liam Kilmer (Bucknell) 3-6, 6-1, 6-2
b2 Stefan Regalia (Virginia) def. Keita Duclos (Duquesne) 6-1, 6-0
b3 Stefan Regalia (Virginia) def. Jacco Arends (George Mason) 7-5, 6-4
s1 Stefan Regalia (Virginia) def. Sean Joseph (William & Mary) 6-1, 6-1
s2 Arthur O’Sullivan (Georgetown) def. Stefan Regalia (Virginia) 6-3, 6-3
s1 Alexandre Gluck (Delaware) def. Douglas Yaffa (Virginia) 6-3, 6-1
s1 Davis Wiley (Richmond) def. Ty Switzer (Virginia) 6-0, 6-7, 6-1
b2 Stefan Regalia (Virginia) def. Keita Duclos (Duquesne) 6-1, 6-0
b3 Stefan Regalia (Virginia) def. Jacco Arends (George Mason) 7-5, 6-4
s1 Stefan Regalia (Virginia) def. Sean Joseph (William & Mary) 6-1, 6-1
s2 Arthur O’Sullivan (Georgetown) def. Stefan Regalia (Virginia) 6-3, 6-3
s1 Alexandre Gluck (Delaware) def. Douglas Yaffa (Virginia) 6-3, 6-1
s1 Davis Wiley (Richmond) def. Ty Switzer (Virginia) 6-0, 6-7, 6-1
b1 Stefan Regalia (Virginia) def. Liam Kilmer (Bucknell) 3-6, 6-1, 6-2
b2 Stefan Regalia (Virginia) def. Keita Duclos (Duquesne) 6-1, 6-0
b3 Stefan Regalia (Virginia) def. Jacco Arends (George Mason) 7-5, 6-4
s1 Stefan Regalia (Virginia) def. Sean Joseph (William & Mary) 6-1, 6-1
s2 Arthur O’Sullivan (Georgetown) def. Stefan Regalia (Virginia) 6-3, 6-3
s1 Alexandre Gluck (Delaware) def. Douglas Yaffa (Virginia) 6-3, 6-1
s1 Davis Wiley (Richmond) def. Ty Switzer (Virginia) 6-0, 6-7, 6-1
b2 Stefan Regalia (Virginia) def. Keita Duclos (Duquesne) 6-1, 6-0
b3 Stefan Regalia (Virginia) def. Jacco Arends (George Mason) 7-5, 6-4
s1 Stefan Regalia (Virginia) def. Sean Joseph (William & Mary) 6-1, 6-1
s2 Arthur O’Sullivan (Georgetown) def. Stefan Regalia (Virginia) 6-3, 6-3
s1 Alexandre Gluck (Delaware) def. Douglas Yaffa (Virginia) 6-3, 6-1
s1 Davis Wiley (Richmond) def. Ty Switzer (Virginia) 6-0, 6-7, 6-1

**Doubles competition**

b1 Amar Tahirovic/Brendan McDonald (Bucknell) def. Douglas Yaffa/Stefan Regalia (Virginia) 8-7
b2 Douglas Yaffa/Stefan Regalia (Virginia) def. Rayan El Khalifi/Jacco Arends (George Mason) 8-3
s1 J vd Schulenburg/Jaco Arends (Virginia) def. Sam Bossem/Loren Byers (Penn State) 8-6
s1 J vd Schulenburg/Alexander Kiefer (Virginia) def. Mareschal-Hay/Yanis Moudir (Old Dominion) 8-5
s1 Alexander Kiefer (Virginia) def. M Mareschal-Hay (Old Dominion) 6-4, 6-3
b1 Amar Tahirovic/Brendan McDonald (Bucknell) def. Douglas Yaffa/Stefan Regalia (Virginia) 8-7
b2 Douglas Yaffa/Stefan Regalia (Virginia) def. Rayan El Khalifi/Jacco Arends (George Mason) 8-3
s1 J vd Schulenburg/Jaco Arends (Virginia) def. Sam Bossem/Loren Byers (Penn State) 8-6
s1 J vd Schulenburg/Alexander Kiefer (Virginia) def. Mareschal-Hay/Yanis Moudir (Old Dominion) 8-5
b1 Amar Tahirovic/Brendan McDonald (Bucknell) def. Douglas Yaffa/Stefan Regalia (Virginia) 8-7
b2 Douglas Yaffa/Stefan Regalia (Virginia) def. Rayan El Khalifi/Jacco Arends (George Mason) 8-3
s1 J vd Schulenburg/Jaco Arends (Virginia) def. Sam Bossem/Loren Byers (Penn State) 8-6
s1 J vd Schulenburg/Alexander Kiefer (Virginia) def. Mareschal-Hay/Yanis Moudir (Old Dominion) 8-5

Tournament notes: